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BE CLEANER
Biologic Drain Cleaners Redefined 

Until now, effective drain cleaners have been packed with harmful chemicals which can 
give off strong fumes, damage pipes, and cause eye and skin irritation. Furthermore they 
can’t be used on a septic system. Eco Strong Drain 3-IN-1 is the first bio-alternative with 
enough clog-busting power to push the chemical products off the shelf.

Eco Strong Drain 3-IN-1 is our strongest liquid, intensive care drain treatment. It is 
a highly concentrated blend of enzyme producing bacteria and specialized enzymes 
selected for their ability to break down and digest existing build-ups, eliminate odors and 
prevent new clogs. This even includes hair and paper! This makes it the most powerful 
liquid drain treatment available. 

Eco Strong Drain 3-IN-1, the new gold standard in environmentally safe, chemical free, 
non-hazardous drain care. Eco Strong Drain 3-IN-1 is the first truly effective multipurpose, 
bio-enzymatic drain care product. Our proprietary, super concentrated formula contains 
billions of beneficial bacteria blended with clog busting specialized enzymes.

Where to Use 
Home Drains (Including Septic Systems) 

| Garbage Disposals | RVs | Boats | 

Commerical & Institutional Kitchens | Office 

Buildings | Manufacturing Facilities

Features
• Multi-Purpose Bio-Enzymatic Formula

• Rapidly Digests Old Build-Ups and Clogs

• Keeps Drains Clean & Odor Free

Benefits
• Use in Toilets & Drains 

• Keeps Drains Clog & Odor Free

• Chemical-Free Clog Remover

Drain 3-IN-1

Beyond Environmental offers a full line 

of biologic solutions that clean and transform 

contaminates into water and harmless CO
2
. 

All of our products utilize the highest quality, 

scientifically selected enzyme producing 

microorganisms and environmentally safe 

surfactants. We offer products and services for 

pet care, residential and commercial waste water 

treatment, industrial degreasing as well as soil 

remediation. At Beyond environmental our goal is 

to be your partner in protecting the environment 

for generations to come.  



Challenge Solution

Slow or Clogged Drains Our drains never seem to be running properly. 
When they slow down, it is usually at the worst 
time. Plumbers are as expensive as doctors 
nowadays.

Powerful enzyme producing bacteria rapidly digests common clog culprits 
including hair, keeping drains flowing freely and clog free.

Foul Odor The garbage disposal stinks and has drain flies! The beneficial bacteria in Eco Strong Drain 3-IN-1 uses odor-causing volatile fatty 
acids (VFA) as an energy source thus eliminating foul smells. It also eliminates the 
biofilm in the drains in which the flies lay their eggs. 

Clogged Drains My kitchen sink gets clogged with grease and 
the shower drains slowly due to hair build-up.

Eco Strong Drain 3-IN-1 delivers a new standard in biologic drain care and 
has the power to handle the tougest clog culprits including hair. 
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Directions 
Shake vigorously before using. Always use product at low flow times, such as overnight. Do not use boiling water, bleach, antibacterial, or 
other chemical products in conjunction with Eco Strong Drain 3-IN-1 will negatively impact performance.

Slow Drains 
Pour 4-6 oz. into the drain. Treat daily for one week or until the problem has been resolved. 

Maintenance 
Regular use keeps drains clog and odor free.

Garbage Disposal
Pour 2-4 oz. weekly into garbage disposal. Run disposal for 2 to 3 seconds to ensure product makes contact with the odor-causing debris that 
accumulates on the disposal’s sidewalls. 

General Use
To keep drains clog and odor-free, use 2-4 oz. weekly. Pour directly into drain.

Drains & Toilets
To keep drains clog and odor free use 2-4 oz. weekly. Pour directly into a drain. To keep toilets flowing freely, use 6-8 oz. weekly and flush. Do 
not flush again for 4-5 hours.

Product Code Product Name Quantity Case Count Cases Per Pallet

D3114 Drain 3-IN-1 1 Gallon 4 45

*These products have a 2-year shelf life and do not contain any ingredient listed on California Proposition 65 and are not regulated 
as hazardous. 

Drain 3-IN-1


